
Crazy Canungra Ride Report 

 

The weather forecast leading up to the ride was not favouring a positive decision and the 

night before provided confirmation this ride would be better suited to our feathery friends 

that go quack quack.  Consequently despite early interest the final numbers that greeted 

Dino at his residence was only four with three actually riding to the start. Mark, Nick, 

Romaine and I were all keen to take on what was expected to be a challenging ride given the 

weather cards we were being dealt. 

Mark & Nick had stated this was their first time doing Crazy Canungra, for me was my third 

time so knew what to expect, not that that makes it any easier.  

As the formalities were being wrapped up and 7am approaching a light shower fell but 

nothing to wane the spirits amongst our quartet that would ride together out to CP1 being 

Canungra. Due to conditions it was decided to ride as a peloton for this first section which 

was 70km in distance. The course would see riders head south through Sunnybank Hills, 

Marsden & Chambers Flats before the road opens to more country style riding.  

On route Karawatha Forest is passed, declared in 1991 as a result of public concerns over 

increased development and the loss of natural habitat the introduction of a bushland levy 

through BCC was created to enable the land purchase to take place and leave us with a 

great natural land parcel that is home to many a native species. 

The weather fined up nicely for this first stretch with no wind and more importantly very 

little rainfall however the roads were showing signs of dampness as they lie in wait beneath 

a heavy sky burdened with moisture for what surely will eventuate. 

Moving through Tamborine and onto the Beenleigh – Beaudesert Rd we passed a dragon 

fruit farm with its interesting rows of tethered succulents preparing to bare what is a rather 

delicious fruit, just don’t get it on your clothes. 

Up to this point the pace line was healthy with riders were taking turns on the front, Nick 

moreso. I am sure he was well aware of the fact you ride at the front you don’t get wheel 

spray and if others wish to follow its there problem. Fair call I say as copping sprays of 

moisture, small grit and rock not a pleasant experience. 

Shortly after Tamborine a left turn would take us into Canungra, Romaine decided he would 

show us all how not to take a corner on wettish roads as his front wheel lost traction taking 

bike and rider on a slippery journey across the bitumen. Opportunity for a natural break 

whilst Romaine picked himself up checked out the damage which was little and inspected 

the lost bark to his hip, elbow and fingers.  



Back into our rhythm Canungra reached shortly thereafter with the only disappointment 

being we wanted sausage rolls and meat pies with our coffees but alas we chose the 

vegetarian café.....oh well nothing like a piece of birdseed slice. 

Our group would now split as Romaine turned left to navigate the heights of Mt Tamborine 

with Nick, Mark and I to turn right and tackle Beechmont. We moved steadily to the base of 

the climb with our presence illuminated by the unmistakeable sound of the bellbird as so 

prominent on Mt Nebo & Mt Glorious. I like it very much when riding with others on these 

climbs for they are nice enough to go ahead and make sure all is clear, road is open, no 

adverse items or the like so when I arrive some minutes alter is smooth cycling, thanks Nick 

and Mark for doing that.  

Funny thing was Nick and Mark hadn’t ridden this road before and provided a nice gesture 

when they were seen waiting at the summit for me to arrive some minutes later. For Nick 

though I felt sorry as he was capturing his ride and the climb on Strava but when realised 

the actual summit was still 600 odd metres down the road at the top of the next rise it was 

somewhat an anti-climax for him.  The thing I like about Nick is his casual approach to his 

riding, it is what it is nothing more nothing less. 

We rode across the mountain top with its undulations and rolling downhills towards the 

eastern side escarpment when it was as if someone or something had turned a dial as the 

weather went from pleasant to absolutely crap. It was like a totally different day. We were 

now being buffeted by very strong gusty south westerly bringing with it a decrease in 

temperature and an increase in rainfall that was bordering on sleet and snow. This lasted 

the entire descent from the exposed high plains to the tree line which provided relief once 

reached. 

A rock wall on the left was home to many Platycerium’s, the genus for elkhorns & staghorns 

which are both epiphytes meaning they grow on another plant or surface but don’t actually 

feed from it. Characterised by a single eye and larger leaves staghorns differ from elkhorns 

which have many smaller strand like leaves. I contemplated stopping to get a closer look 

and see if any wanted a ride home but getting of this mountain was deemed more 

important at the time.  

Our descent through the corners was adopted with extreme care and caution, the road 

surface was slippery and with sharp turns the possibilities of something going wrong was 

heightened. Safely of the mountain we found ourselves going through suburbia one again, 

CP2 was getting nearer. Through Nerang we experienced something rare for the day, two 

other cyclists although they looked considerably drier and fresher than us. It proved we 

weren’t the only insane cyclists that day. Not long after ‘Wet n Wild’ & ‘Movieworld’ passed 

which meant CP2 was now less than a minute away. Navigating traffic was a minor 

inconvenience as we manoeuvred through lights, under bridges and around corners. Wet 

and hungry the decision made to go to the Coolabah Café and have egg & bacon burgers 



with chips and drinks. It must have been a really quite day in the shop, the shop attendant 

was not in the slightest upset or annoyed at our eating inside with water draining from our 

clothes onto the floor.  The puddle were not small but as she said, “gives me something to 

do”.  A big thanks afforded as it was appreciated. 

So with the back of the ride broken and 75kms left the next stint out to Jacobs Well would 

be the shortest of the stages but what it lacked in distance made up for in other ways. 

Shortly after leaving the café the first puncture of the day to Mark happened. The positive 

Nick and I witnessed first-hand Mark’s hand pump. I couldn’t work out at first how he got 

his hands so dirty from changing a tyre. It was the grease from his pump, he didn’t have a 

handle on it....ouch. We did tell him we had some C02 canisters should the need arise. 

Paceline again in operation as we headed north then east out to the coast. Nick assumed 

the role of water flicker on the front and set a good pace with Mark sharing the load. Me, 

well the less said the better at this stage despite a strong start to the stage but let’s just say I 

hung on. With 10kms to CP3 it was like hitting a waterfall as we again found ourselves at the 

mercy of mother nature. The wind and rain buffeted us relentlessly and despite feeling a 

small sense of having dried out a little we were now well and truly back on the wet scale at 

10. 

Survived, CP3 reached, quick break, food restock & brevets signed we were off for the final 

55kms and with the wind to push us home we were looking at a good finish time and with 

the promise of homemade pizzas from renowned pizza connoisseur Dino the desire and 

drive increased. Our pace quickly increased as we left and then HISS.....Mark had done it 

again, soon after leaving a checkpoint a puncture. Oh well we got to use the C02 canister as 

promised and suitably impressed was Mark I think the pump’s days maybe numbered. 

Back on the road we soon hit Beenleigh and the Beenleigh Hill. Rain now abated and belief it 

or not some sun and clearing conditions. I said to Mark to follow my lead as I instructed Nick 

to turn left at the roundabout whilst on Hammel Street,, we hung back and took the small 

shortcut road before the roundabout leaving Nick to follow instructions and for that fleeting 

moment experience increased concern....joke completed and successful, sorry Nick but it 

was kinda funny at the time. 

The climb up the top done, the descent followed. I said to the Nick and Mark take care as 

you never seem to get the lights at the bottom favour you and sure enough they didn’t 

which almost caught Nick out in his enthusiasm to continue onwards. 

Navigating in now darkening skies, the rain had returned and lights were on, at one set of 

lights one group of youthful males downed the window asking what are you doing....let’s 

see...riding our bikes ???? Wonders do never cease to surface. 

Once onto Beenleigh Road and sitting third wheel I let cry with flat only to see my riding 

colleagues continue oblivious to my predicament. I won’t say nasty thoughts went through 



my mind  as they honestly didn’t but I did feel a tad disappointed but hey it happens. Sure 

enough they got a red light 200 metres up the road and when discovered my presence not 

felt came back to help out. I tightened my C02 canister one twist too many and had it 

leaking before required, luckily Nick had a spare one.  

A little further up the road and guess what, flat number 4 for the ride and third to Mark as 

we found shelter under cover outside Nando’s at Sunnybank. How tempting it was to get a 

bite, we had time on our side but with the alluring smells of homemade pizza  on the menu 

and regular text updates on our positions we were in readiness for a feast befitting a king 

and his subjects....not sure who would be the king in this instance but you get the point. 

The good thing with finding cover it allowed a more thorough inspection with the locating of 

a small glass slither which no doubt was the culprit of flats 1 & 2. Whilst changing a couple 

of locals thought our efforts made for some interesting viewing and remained steadfast as 

they observed whilst speaking in their native dialect....my Chinese isn’t good in fact I don’t 

speak it at all but I’m sure they said  something like 

“what fine gladiators these cyclists are, exposing themselves to these elements and banding 

together in such difficult circumstance, let us share in part their journey and watch whatever 

they are now doing now before we go inside to our warm chicken burgers, chips and hot 

chocolates” 

Oh well, puncture fixed we make good the final kms which included Toohey Forest hill and 

the welcoming lights of number 6 Delville Avenue where the head of one Dino could be seen 

in his bottom storey office working diligently on whatever it was, youtube’s my bet.  

Oh yeah, those homemade pizza’s, they will forever remain in our memory as one of the 

greatest ever. To Mark and Nick and Romaine, thanks for your company on what was a 

tough day on the bike in more ways than one. 

  

 


